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Introduction
Expansion of ports, increasing volume of the cargos transported by sea and construction of
ships with higher capacities has led to the need for management and provision of an
integrated maritime traffic service in order to prevent or minimize collision with vessels or
navigation obstacles, and promote safety of navigation, better known as VTS.
Vessels Traffic Services aim at:
-

Promoting safety of navigation and minimizing maritime incidents
Promoting safety and efficiency of ports
Maintaining security of vessels and protecting marine environment protection

VTS centers are among sensitive and critical areas in ports, partly due to the presence of
radar, positioning and communication systems therein, which must be regarded from
software and hardware points of view. This article will try to define VTS centers, highlight
their roles and then mention a number of passive defense strategies for their protection.

Vessels traffic services (VTS)
VTS services are designed to be provided by competent authorities to promote safety and
efficiency of the maritime traffic. The system would be flexible in order to accommodate
various volumes of traffic in the area under coverage. The first systems for monitoring
maritime traffic using radars was established in Liverpool, England, in July 1948, and in
Long Beach, California in 1950. At the time being, this system is utilized all over the world
and incorporates various sections, in a combination of IT and communication technologies.

Threats against VTS centers
Considering the fact that plans for passive defense in any field are based on the identification
of threats, it would be necessary to identify the threats against the VTS centers in the ports as
a statistical parameter. Experts divide such threats into natural and technical threats.
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Conclusion: analysis and solutions
In this article, a number of solutions and strategies were proposed to deal with the threats
facing the VTS centers. These solutions were studied and considered by an elite group of
experts, who in majority approved of the following items, while eliminating the rest:
Implementing ISPS completely, in order to provide physical protection, and control people's
access to facilities and locations in different levels, which would comprise a generally
deterring operationDeveloping passive defense guidelines for VTS centers, including
methods for dealing with internal or external terrorist threats against the port or ships… Other
solution and strategies in the paper.
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